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Abstract— Multirate multicasting, where the receivers of a multicast
group can receive service at different rates, is an efficient mode of data de-
livery for many real-time applications. In this paper, we address the prob-
lem of achieving rates that maximize the total receiver utility for multirate
multicast sessions. This problem not only takes into account the heterogene-
ity in user requirements, but also provides a unified framework for diverse
fairness objectives. We propose two algorithms and prove that they con-
verge to the optimal rates for this problem. The algorithms are distributed
and scalable, and do not require the network to know the receiver utilities.
We discuss how these algorithms can be implemented in a real network, and
also demonstrate their convergence through simulation experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many present day real-time applications, like teleconfer-
encing and audio/video broadcasting, require communication
within a group, and hence multicast is the inherent mode of
delivery for these applications. In conventional multicasting,
all receivers of the same multicast group receive service at the
same rate. However, in general, different receivers belonging to
the same multicast group can have widely different characteris-
tics. Thus a single rate of transmission per multicast group is
likely to overwhelm the slow receivers and starve the fast ones.
It is therefore desirable to use multirate transmission, where the
receivers of the same multicast group can receive service at dif-
ferent rates. Multirate transmission allows a receiver to receive
data at a rate that is commensurate with its requirements and
capabilities, and also with the capacity of the path leading to
it from the source. Multirate transmission can be attained by
hierarchically encoding real time signals. In this approach, a
signal is encoded into a number of layers that can be incremen-
tally combined to provide progressive refinement. Every layer
is transmitted as a separate multicast group and receivers adapt
to congestion by joining and leaving these groups. Refer to [11]
and [12] for internet protocols for adding and dropping layers.
This layered transmission scheme have been used for both au-
dio[4] and video[19] transmissions over the internet and has po-
tentials for use in ATM networks as well [8]. Note that in multi-
rate multicast transmission, there is no concept of a unique mul-
ticast session rate, and one needs to consider receiver rates sep-
arately. Also note that in this case, the rate on a link needs to be
equal to the maximum of the rates of all receivers downstream
of that link (since it has to match the fastest of the downstream
receivers).

An effective rate control strategy is required to ensure that
traffic offered to a network by different traffic sources remain
within the limits that the network can carry. Besides ensuring

stability, the rate control strategy should ensure efficient use of
the network, and also that the network resources are allocated
to the competing flows in some fair manner. It may therefore
be desirable that the rate control algorithm would steer the net-
work towards a point where some measure of global fairness is
maximized.

There could be many acceptable definitions of fairness. How-
ever, since receivers could have heterogeneous requirements, the
same amount of bandwidth could be valued differently by differ-
ent receivers (note that throughout the paper, we use the terms
“receiver” and “user” synonymously). Therefore it is important
to generalize the notions of fairness so that one can differentiate
among receivers within the framework of fairness . This can be
done by associating an utility function (assumed to be concave)
with each receiver, which could be a measure of say, the per-
ceived quality of audio/video, the user satisfaction, or even the
amount paid by the receiver. In this paper, we try to design the
rate control algorithms such that they maximize the sum of the
utilities over all receivers, an objective that was proposed in [6].
Even if all the utility functions are the same, it can be shown that
various fairness objectives can be realized within this framework
for different choices of the utility functions.

Very recently, the problem of fair allocation of resources in
multirate multicast networks has received considerable atten-
tion. However, most of the current research in this context is
concerned only with the notion of max-min fairness (see [13],
[15], [16], [17]). Amongst these, [15] considers the problem of
utility allocation. Whereas we are concerned about maximiz-
ing the aggregate utility, the objective in [15] is to allocate the
utilities fairly.

The problem of maximizing the aggregate utilities has not
been explored in the multirate multicast context. However, sev-
eral rate control algorithms that attain this objective for unicast
sessions have been proposed in recent literature. In [7], both pri-
mal and dual algorithms that solve an approximate version of the
actual problem, are presented. A dual algorithm that converges
to the optimal solution is proposed in [10]. In these algorithms,
an unicast source updates its rate based on the congestion infor-
mation (“congestion price”) communicated to it by the network.
The network updates the congestion information based on the
source rates, either communicated by the source or measured.
For some other approaches in the unicast case, see [9], [18].

As already mentioned, in this paper we consider the prob-
lem of maximizing the aggregate receiver utility for the case of



multirate multicast sessions. The solutions that we propose are
distributed and scalable, and are practical for implementation in
a large network. Like the approach used in [10] for the unicast
case, our approach also uses dual methods. In fact, in the special
case where all the sessions are unicast, the two algorithms that
we propose reduce to the algorithm proposed in [10]. However,
as we will see in the following sections of this paper, there are
several factors that make the problem in our case much more
complex than its unicast equivalent. �

The paper is organized as follows. The problem is stated for-
mally in Section II, while the the basic solution approach is pre-
sented in Section III. We present two different algorithms in
Sections IV and V, and describe their practical implementation
in Section VI. We present some experimental results in Section
VII and conclude in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

First we present a mathematical formulation of the optimiza-
tion problem. We then provide an alternative formulation of the
problem, which will form the basis of the solutions we propose.

A. The Optimization Problem

Consider a network consisting of a set � of unidirectional
links, where a link �
	�� has capacity �� . The network is shared
by a set of � multicast groups. Each multicast group is as-
sociated with a unique source, a set of receivers, and a set of
links that the multicast group uses (the set of links form a tree) � .
Thus any multicast group ��	�� is specified by ��������������� ��!
where �"� is the source, �#� is the set of links in the multicast
tree, and � � is the set of receivers in group � . As already men-
tioned, the total rate of traffic of a multicast group over any link
on the tree must be equal to the maximum of the traffic rates of
all downstream receivers of the group.

Let � be the set of all receivers over all multicast groups. Also
let $  denote the set of receivers using link �
	�� . Each receiver% 	&� is associated with an utility function ' (�)+*,(�- , where *.(
is the rate at which % receives data. / Let 01(3254 and 67(98;:
be the minimum and maximum rates, respectively, required by
receiver % . Let < (>=@? 0 ( ��6 (1A denote the interval in which the
receiver rate *.( must lie, and let < = �B)+* � ��CDCDCE��*GF HIFJ-�KL*,(M	<>(ON % 	P��! . Let * = )Q*.(R� % 	S�T- be the vector of all the
receiver rates.

We are interested in maximizing the “social welfare”, i.e.,
sum of the utilities over all receivers, subject to the link con-
straints, as well as the maximum/minimum rate constraints. The
problem can be posed as:U K V>WYX[Z(�\ H 'L(�)Q*.("-
subject to

Z��\^] V_W�X(�\^`�aEb Hdc *.(fe �1 N_�g	h� (1)

i
However, note that the problem for the unirate or conventional multicasting

case is much simpler, and in general, the solutions for the unicast case can be
directly extended to that case.j

We assume fixed path routing. So the tree associated with each multicast
group is fixed.k

We assume that, in general, the function lnm is known only to the receiver o .

*,( 	 <>( N % 	h� (2)

Note that $ �p � � is the set of receivers of group � that use link� . Thus the term V>WYX (�\^`�aEb Hdc * ( denotes the rate of traffic of
multicast group � on link � .

Throughout the rest of the paper, we will make two assump-
tions on the primal problem

U
:

Assumption 1: (Interior point) There exists a vector q*r	s<
such that t ��\^] V_W�X (�\^`�aub Hdc q* ( 8v�  for all �G	h� .

Assumption 2: (Strict Concavity) The utility functions '#(
are increasing, twice continuously differentiable and strictly
concave in the interval < ( . Thus w�'Tx x( )+* ( -92zy (s{ 4 for all*,(|	�<>( , for all % 	�� .

Note that the interior point assumption also implies that the
problem

U
is feasible, i.e., it has a solution. The strict concavity

assumption implies that the solution is unique.
Next we will present an equivalent formulation of this util-

ity maximization problem. This equivalent formulation would
be the key in developing the algorithms that we propose subse-
quently. Before we proceed with this alternative formulation, we
introduce some new terminology that will help us in formulating
the problem and describing our algorithms.

B. Terminology

Consider Figure 1, which shows an example of a multicast
tree where � is the source node and � % � � % � � % / � %~} ! is the set
of receiver nodes. The rest of the nodes in the multicast tree
can be classified into junction nodes and non-junction nodes, as
shown in the figure. Junction nodes are the nodes where the
multicast tree “branches off”. Thus in Figure 1, �.�%�� �^�%"� �R�%~� ! are
junction nodes. Receiver/junction nodes of different multicast
groups are considered to be logically different even if they are
physically located at the same node. The junction nodes, apart
from the source and the receiver nodes, play an important role
in the optimization process, as we describe later. In the rest
of the paper, we assume that the receivers are only at the leaf
nodes of the multicast tree. There is no loss of generality in
assuming this, since a receiver at a non-leaf node can be re-
placed by creating a new leaf node and placing the receiver in
it, and connecting the new leaf node to the non-leaf node (where
the receiver is actually located) by a link with infinite capacity.
Moreover, note that any leaf node must be a receiver node. The
set of links between a source/junction node and its immediate
downstream junction/receiver node will be called a branch. For
the multicast tree in Figure 1, there are 7 branches, as shown
by � � ��� � ��CDCECD��� � . Note that any multicast tree can be broken up
into a number of branches. Also note that branches belonging
to the same multicast tree are disjoint, i.e., they have no link in
common. Moreover, branches belonging to different multicast
groups (multicast trees) are considered to be logically different
(even if they consist of the same set of links). The parent of a re-
ceiver/junction node % refers to the closest junction/source node
in the upstream path from % towards the source. Also, by child of
junction/source node % , we would refer to any receiver/junction
node whose parent is the node % . Thus in Figure 1, �%�� is the par-
ent of % � , �% � is the parent of �% � , � is the parent of �% � . Similarly,�% � is a child of � , while �% � , �% � are children of �% � , and so on. Par-
ent and child branches of a branch � are also defined similarly.



Thus �"� is the parent branch of ��� , �"� is the parent branch of ��� ,
while � � , �"� are children branches of � � , and � � , �"� are children
branches of � � , and so on. Note that � � does not have a parent
branch, while ��� , � � , �"� and �~� do not have any child branch.
The �+�����G��������� variables stored at the various junction/receiver
nodes (as shown in Figure 1) will be explained later, when we
refer to this figure again in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. An example of a multirate multicast tree

In general, we assume that the receiver decides its rate based
on its utility function and the network congestion feedback. It
then sends its request to its parent node. A junction node gathers
all such requests (from its children nodes), takes the maximum
of all the rates requested, and requests that rate from its parent
node. Requests go up the tree through the junction nodes in this
fashion till it reaches the source node. The source sends traffic to
its children nodes at their requested rates; these nodes then send
traffic to their children nodes, and so on, and the traffic finally
reaches the receivers at their requested rates.

C. An Alternative Formulation

There can be a large number of ways of solving the optimiza-
tion problem � . However, the challenge is to obtain a solution
that is distributed and scalable. Decentralization and scalability
are necessary conditions for the solution to be of any practi-
cal importance. A solution would not scale if, for example, the
source or a junction node in the multicast tree has to maintain
data for, send data to, or receive data from all downstream re-
ceivers of the tree. Since the number of receivers in the group
can be very large, this might lead to tremendous processing and
communication pressure on such a node, particularly if the node
is the source, or a junction node close to the source. Also, in the
current networking standards like IP multicast, a junction node
may not know the identity of all the downstream receivers, but
will only know the downstream nodes it must forward a packet
to. Therefore such a solution is clearly not implementable with-
out a major modification to the existing standards. In the solu-
tion we propose, the amount of extra data that a node in the mul-
ticast tree has to maintain, depends only on the number of links

(of that particular multicast tree) originating from that node.
Moreover, a source/junction/receiver node only needs to com-
municate with its parent or children nodes. Thus the solution is
scalable, and conforms with the existing standards.

Note that unlike the unicast case (where the constraints are
linear), the link constraints in � contain some �>�Y� functions.
The �>�Y� functions, besides being nonlinear, couple several vari-
ables together, and make the problem significantly more diffi-
cult. However, note that �>�Y� functions are piecewise linear,
and hence the constraint set in (1) can be replaced by a set of lin-
ear inequalities. Linearizing the constraint set makes the prob-
lem separable, and thus helps in obtaining a distributed solution.
This linearization can be done in several different ways, and if
not done appropriately, it could result in a very large number of
linear constraints, which makes it difficult to develop a scalable
solution. For example, each constraint in (1) can be replaced
by a set of linear constraints, in each of which a �_��� term is re-
placed by a variable included in it. However, it is easy to see that
this could result in an exponential number of linear constraints.

Next we present a reformulation of the problem � , where
the constraint set is linearized such that it enables us to de-
velop a scalable solution. First, we present some notation that
we will use. Let �� be the set of all junction nodes (over all
multicast groups). Let ���� �O¡ �� . Note that each branch
can be associated with a junction node or a receiver node (the
junction/receiver node where the branch terminates). Thus in
Figure 1, associate � � with �¢ � , � � with �¢ � , � � with ¢ � , �"� with¢ � and so on. Therefore, �£ , the set of all branches (over all
multicast trees) can be written as, �£¤�¥£¦¡ �£ , where

£
is

the set of branches associated with receiver nodes (“receiver
branches”) and �£ is the set of branches associated with junc-
tion nodes (“junction branches”). Let §©¨�ª �£ be the set of
branches that share link «M¬® . Now associate a rate vari-
able �Y¯ with each branch �°¬±�£ (therefore �Y¯ is also the rate
variable for the receiver/junction node associated with branch� ). Let � � �+� ¯ �²�³¬��£ � be the vector of these rate variables.
Let ¢ �D�B��¬´�� denote the receiver/junction node associated with
branch �µ¬¶�£ . For each receiver branch � , let ·
¯ denote the
utility function associated with the corresponding receiver, ¢ �D��� .
Now consider the following problem

�T¸
¹ �>���®º¯¼»^½ ·G¯^�+��¯"�
subject to :

º¯¼»R¾À¿ � ¯ Á Â ¨ Ã_«g¬h (3)

��¯ Á �RÄÆÅ ¯�Ç ÃT�>¬´�£ s.t. ÈL�D���7É�°Ê
(4)��¯ ¬ Ën¯ Ã��>¬ �£ (5)

where ÈL�D�B� is the parent branch of branch � and the intervals Ë ¯
are defined as

Ën¯ �ÍÌÍÎ>Ï Å ¯�Ç if �>¬ £
[ Ðn��Ñ ] if �>¬��£ (6)

where Ñ is any number satisfying

ÑzÒ¦�>�Y�Ï »RÓ Ñ Ï (7)



It is easy to see that the interior point assumption holds for ÔÖÕ if
it holds for Ô . Comparing Ô Õ with Ô , note that we have replaced
each ×>ØYÙ term in (1) with a separate variable (the rate variable
for that branch) and added the constraints (4) in order to enforce
the property that the rate on a branch cannot be less than that on
its children branches. Note that since the objective function ofÔ Õ is strictly concave with respect to the variables ÚQÛRÜRÝ²Þsß³àâá ,
these variables are unique in any optimal solution of ÔÖÕ . The
variables Ú+Û Ü Ý�Þ�ßäãàâá in an optimal solution may not be unique,
though.

Theorem 1: Let Û,å�æ;ÚQÛçåÜ Ý�Þ3ß�èàâá be any optimal solution ofÔ Õ . Then Ûçåé æOÚQÛçåÜ Ý²Þ>ßràâá is the unique optimal solution of Ô .
The proof of the above result is straightforward, and is left to

the reader (it can also be found in [5]). The theorem shows that
we can obtain the optimum solution of Ô by solving Ô Õ . Note
that the variables ÚQÛ Ü Ý�Þ9ß ãàâá may not necessarily be equal to the
corresponding ×>ØYÙ values (the actual rates on the corresponding
branches) at optimality, but may be greater, as (4) indicates. We
will therefore call the variable Û Ü the pseudo-rate on branch Þ .
In the subsequent sections, we will show how we can solve Ô Õ
to obtain the optimal pseudo-rates, and use them to obtain the
optimal (actual) rates.

III. SOLUTION APPROACH

Since the problem Ô Õ is separable, dual methods provide at-
tractive approaches for obtaining distributed solutions (see Chp.
6 of [2]).

A. The Dual Problem

In the rest of the paper, we will often refer to the dual variables
as “prices”, in accordance with the terminology used in [6], [7],
[10] etc. However, these prices may not necessarily have any
correlation with the amount of revenue paid, if any, by the users
for the network resources they use. These prices are to be inter-
preted as “congestion prices”, and can be viewed as a measure
of congestion caused by an user at a network resource. As we
will see later, these prices represent the congestion information
that the network elements need to share with each other and with
the users, so that traffic rates on the different links/branches of
the network can be adjusted appropriately.

Let ê,ë be the dual variable (price) associated with the link
constraint (3) for link ìÀßîí . Let èê Ü be the sum of the prices of
all the links in branch Þ , i.e., èê Ü æSï ëñðâòónô ê ë , where èí Ü is the set
of links in branch Þ . We will call ê.ë the link price of link ì andèê Ü the branch price of branch Þ . Let èàBõ be the set of branches
that start from source nodes, i.e., èà�õîæ÷ö1Þùø.úLÚEÞ�á|æzûâü . Then
each constraint in (4) can be associated with a branch in èàÖý èà õ .
Let þ1Ü be the dual variable (price) associated with the constraint
(4) for branch Þ¦ß èàsý èàBõ . Also let ÿ Ü be the set of children
for any branch Þ ß èà , i.e., ÿ Ü æ´ö Þ Õ ø úLÚEÞ Õ á�æOÞçü . Note thatÿ Ü æ û for any Þ ß°à (receiver branch). Let ê¦æ�Ú ê ë Ý�ì ß³í á
and þTæ5Ú þ ÜRÝ²Þ>ß èà9ý èà õ á be the price vectors.

The Lagrangian [2] for Ô Õ is

í�ÚQÛ�Ý+êGÝ�þ�áæ �Ü¼ð é�� ÜRÚQÛ�Ü"á�� � ëñð ó êçë Ú �Ü¼ð��	� Û�Ü
���1ë+á

� �
Ü¼ð#òé� òé�� þ Ü ÚQÛ Ü �îÛ���� Ü�� á

æ �
Ü¼ð é�� òé�� ö � Ü ÚQÛ Ü á��rÛ Ü èê Ü ü� �
Ü¼ð é� òé�� ö � Ü^ÚQÛ�Ü"á��îÛ�Ü^Ú èênÜ � þ1Ü"áIü� �
Ü¼ð��é�� òé � ö�� Û Ü Ú èê Ü � �

Ü Õ ð�� ô þ Ü Õ á1ü� �
Ü¼ð��é� òé�� ö�� Û Ü Ú èê Ü � þ Ü � �

Ü Õ ð�� ô þ Ü Õ á ü� � ëñð ó ê ë � ë (8)

We can simplify the expression in (8) by introducing additional
variables Ú+þ Ü Ý�Þ>ß èàBõ.á , assumed to be identically zero. Then the
Lagrangian in (8) can be written as

í�ÚQÛ�Ý+êGÝ�þ�áæ �Ü¼ð é ö � Ü ÚQÛ Ü á��îÛ Ü Ú èê Ü � þ Ü áIü� �
Ü¼ð��é ö�� Û Ü Ú èê Ü � þ Ü � �

Ü Õ ð�� ô þ Ü Õ á ü� � ëñð ó êçë��1ë (9)

Let  ¤æ@ö�ÚQÛ�!"Ý#"$"%"DÝ�Û'& òé &Já>øGÛ Ü ß( Ü*) ÞMß èà
ü . The dual of the

primal problem Ô Õ is (see [2])+ Õ ø ×-,$./10 24365'7 Ú êâÝ�þ�á (10)

where the dual objective function 7 Ú êGÝ�þ�á is given as7 Ú êâÝ�þ�á±æ ×>Ø�Ù8 ð�9 í�ÚQÛ�Ý+êGÝ�þ�á (11)

æ �
Ü¼ð é è7 Ü Ú êGÝ�þ�á � � ëñð ó ê ë � ë (12)

where è7 Ü�Ú êâÝ�þ�á is given as

è7 Ü^Ú êGÝ�þ�á
æ
:; < ×>ØYÙ 8 ô ð�9 ô ö � Ü ÚQÛ Ü á��rÛ Ü Ú èê Ü � þ Ü á ü if Þ9ßîà×>ØYÙ 8 ô ð�9 ô ö=� Û�Ü�Ú èênÜ � þ1Ü��Mï Ü Õ ð�� ô þ Ü Õ á ü

if Þ>ß�ãà (13)

As (11)-(13) show, the problem of evaluating the dual objective
function for a given Ú êâÝ�þ�á (or in other words, finding Û3ß> such
that it maximizes the Lagrangian í�ÚQÛ�Ý+êGÝ�þ�á ) can be decomposed
into separate branch optimization problems, one for each of its
branches. These decompositions are possible due to the separa-
ble nature of the problem Ô Õ . Moreover, note from (13) that in
order to evaluate è7 Ü Ú êâÝ�þ�á for any branch Þ , the only prices that
are required are the ê and þ prices associated with that branch,
and the þ prices of its children branches.



B. Interpretation of the Prices

In this section, let us interpret the pseudo-rate on a branch as
the actual rate on that branch. Then the interpretation of the link
prices ? is straightforward. As noted in [10] for the unicast case
of this problem, ?6@ can be interpreted as the “congestion price”
of link A . Note that at optimality, from Kuhn-Tucker conditions,? @CBED if and only if FHGJI�K	L1M GONQP @ . Therefore, at optimality,
price of an uncongested link is zero.

Now let us try to interpret the R prices. Let ST�U denote the
set of all branches that belong to the multicast tree of group V .
Then ST U N T UEWYXT U

, where
T U

and ST U are respectively the
set of the receiver and junction branches in group V ’s multicast
tree. Consider any branch Z belonging to group V ’s multicast
tree, i.e., Z\[YST U . Let ] G be the set of all branches downstream
of (and including) branch Z in group V ’s multicast tree. For
example, in Figure 1, ] G_^`Nba Z1ced_Z�f�dgZ�h�i . Now for any branchZ=jk[ ST U , consider the “branch profit” term l G j defined as (see
(13))l G j Nnmbo G j#p M G jrq�s M G jJp S? G jut R G j�q if Z=j�[ T Us M G j p S? G j t R G j s F G j j I�v'w j R G j j q if Z=j�[ XT U (14)

Summing up the branch profits l G j for all Z=jx[(] G , we obtainl p ] G q , the overall profit of the subtree ] G , asl p ] G q N yG j I�zJ{�|�} w o G jJp M G j�q�s yG j I�} w S? G j M G js R G M G s yG j I�} w�~�� G4� R G j p M G j s M���� G j�� q (15)

Note that at optimality, from Kuhn-Tucker conditions, R G j�p M G j'sM���� G j � q N D . Therefore, at optimality,l p ] G q N yG j I�z { |�} w o G jJp M G j�q�s yG j I�} w S? G j M G j�s R G M G (16)

Note that F G j I�z#{�|�} w o G j p M G j q is the total utility of all the re-
ceivers in ] G . Also, if we interpret ? @ as the price per unit band-
width on link A (and hence S? G as the price per unit bandwidth on
branch Z ), then F G j I�} w S? G j M G j is the price paid for the usage of
all the links in the subtree ] G . However, note that the receivers
in ] G also use some bandwidth in the links of the branches from
the source down to (and excluding) branch Z , which are not in-
cluded in ] G . Therefore, from (16), we see that R G M G can be
interpreted as the price paid by the receivers in ] G for the usage
of links that are outside ] G . Note that at optimality, R G�N D ifM G�� M ��� G � . In other words, the receivers of ] G are not charged
for the usage of links in the branches from the source to branch� p Z q if they use less rates than the rate at branch � p Z q . Thus a
receiver does not get charged for a link/branch if it is not using
the maximum amount of bandwidth amongst all receivers of its
group that use that link/branch.

Now let us calculate the total profit of the multicast groupV , i.e., the sum total of the profits of all of its branches. At
optimality, we obtain,yGJI��z l G�N yGJI�z { o G p M G q�s yGJI��z { S? G M G (17)

which can be interpreted as the profit of the entire group, i.e.,
sum of the receiver utilities s price paid for link (branch) us-
ages. Since the branch rates M G are chosen to maximize the
branch profits (see (13)), it follows that at optimality, the ratesM�[�� are such that these “group profits” are maximized for all
groups. This can be seen as a generalization of the fact that in
the unicast case, it is the “session profit” that is maximized (see
[10]).

For the unicast case described in [10], each user � chooses
its rate such that its “session profit” a oC� p M � q�s ? � M � i is max-
imized (where ? � is the sum of the prices of the links on its
path). Considering the branch maximization problem of (13)
and comparing it with the unicast case, we see that the session
optimization problem of the unicast case has been replaced by
the branch optimization problem in the multirate multicast case.
In the latter case, the different branches act like somewhat inde-
pendent unicast sessions, with the R variables ensuring that the
rate relationships between parent/child branches (as in (4)) hold
at optimality.

C. Dual Minimization

Since the objective function of the primal problem � j is con-
cave and the constraints linear, there is no duality gap (Proposi-
tion 5.2.1 of [2]). Moreover, the interior point assumption (As-
sumption 1) implies that the set of all dual solutions (which
is the same as the set of Lagrange multipliers) is bounded
[2](pp. 450). Let p ?��1d�R�� q be any dual optimal solution, and
let M p ? � d�R � q N p M G p ? � d�R � q dgZ�[�ST q attain the maxima in (13).
Then it is easy to show that M z p ? � d�R � q N p M G p ? � d�R � q d_Z\[ T q is
the unique optimal solution of � .

Now let us see how we can minimize the dual as in (10).
Gradient-based methods are, in general, attractive approaches to
carry out minimizations of this type. Unfortunately, in our case,
the dual objective function is nondifferentiable, and therefore its
gradient may not always exist (unlike the unicast case, where
the dual is differentiable). This is because in general, differen-
tiability of the dual requires a unique primal optimizer (see [2]
(Chp. 6)), whereas in our case, the optimal values of the vari-
ables p M G dgZ�[ XT q can be non-unique. Therefore the well-known
gradient-based algorithms do not apply in this case.

One way to handle the nondifferentiability problem is to use
subgradient � methods, which do not require differentiability of
the objective function. Another alternative is to make an approx-
imation to the original problem so that the dual becomes differ-
entiable, and then apply gradient methods. In the following sec-
tions, we propose algorithms based on both these approaches.

IV. SUBGRADIENT ALGORITHM

The subgradient algorithm that we propose next is based on
the subgradient method developed by N. Z. Shor, among others
(see [14] (Chp. 2) for a detailed discussion on this method). In
our problem, although the dual gradient does not exist, subgra-
dients do. Moreover, from Proposition 6.1.1 of [2], it follows�

A subgradient, defined in the context of convex/concave functions, can be
viewed as a generalized gradient, and may exist even if the gradient does not.
At points where the function is differentiable, the subgradient is unique, and is
the same as the gradient.



that we can obtain a subgradient �6� at ������ ¢¡ as�£�¥¤ ¦�§©¨ ª�«£¬®¯J°�± §J² ¯ ���u�� ¢¡ (18)�£�¥¤ ³g´µ¨ ²�¶�· ¯�¸ ������ ¢¡�¬ ² ¯ ������ ¢¡ (19)

where �6�¹¤ ¦#§ and �£�¥¤ ³ ´ are the components of �£� for �6« and  ¯ , respectively, and ² ¯ ���u�� ¢¡ are such that they maximize the
Lagrangian º�� ² �»�u�� ¢¡ at �u��  (i.e., attains the maximum in (13)).
Now consider a sequence ¼�½ satisfying¾$¿%À½�ÁxÂ ¼�½�¨(Ã Â½¢Ä�Å ¼�½�¨ÇÆ (20)

As an example, ¼ ½ ¨È�ÊÉ1ËeÌu¡ is a sequence that satisfies (20).
The iterative step of the subgradient algorithm is similar to the
gradient projection algorithm, with the subgradient replacing the
gradient and the step-size satisfying (20). Thus if � · ½ ¸« ��  · ½ ¸¯ are
the prices at the Ì th step, then the update procedure of the prices
are � · ½¢Í�Å ¸« ¨ Îr� · ½ ¸«ÐÏ ¼ ½ �Ñ¯J°�± § ² · ½ ¸¯ ¬�ª « ¡�Ò Í (21)  · ½¢Í�Å ¸¯ ¨ Î�  · ½ ¸¯ Ï ¼�½�� ² · ½ ¸¯ ¬ ² · ½ ¸¶�· ¯�¸ ¡ÓÒÔÍ (22)

where Î�Õ£ÒÔÍÖ¨ À�×¢Ø �»ÃÙ��Õ ¡ and ² · ½ ¸¯ is such that it attains the

maximum in (13) with prices � · ½ ¸« ��  · ½ ¸¯ . The maximization in

(13) is easy to carry out; for Ú�Û¹Ü , ² · ½ ¸¯ can be expressed as

² · ½ ¸¯ ¨ÞÝßà ßá
â�ã · ¯�¸ if ä� · ½ ¸¯ Ï   · ½ ¸¯ åçæéè¯ � â�ã · ¯�¸ ¡ê ã · ¯�¸ if ä� · ½ ¸¯ Ï   · ½ ¸¯ ë æ è¯ � ê ã · ¯�¸ ¡æìè¯¢í Å ��ä� · ½ ¸¯ Ï   · ½ ¸¯ ¡ o.w.

(23)

while for Ú�ÛÖîÜ , ² · ½ ¸¯ can be expressed as

² · ½ ¸¯ ¨ïÝßà ßá
Ã if ä� · ½ ¸¯ Ï   · ½ ¸¯ ¬ñð ¯ è °�ò ´   · ½ ¸¯ èôó Ãê

if ä� · ½ ¸¯ Ï   · ½ ¸¯ ¬ ð ¯ è °�ò ´   · ½ ¸¯ è®õ Ãâ
for any

â Û�Î ÃÙ� ê Ò o.w.

(24)

Note that existence of the inverse function æOè¯¢í Å in (23) follows
from the strict concavity assumption on the function æ ¯ . Now
assuming that the initial prices are feasible, i.e., � ·%ö ¸ ��  ·÷ö ¸ å Ã ,
we can obtain the following convergence result.

Theorem 2: Consider dual subgradient algorithm as de-
scribed in (21)-(24) with the step-sizes satisfying (20). Then
the sequence of vectors ² · ½ ¸ø ¨ù� ² · ½ ¸¯ �gÚúÛEÜu¡ converges to the
unique optimal solution of û .

The proof of the above theorem is stated in [5]. Note that
Theorem 2 does not state anything about the convergence of² · ½ ¸üø ¨ý� ² · ½ ¸¯ �gÚ�Û îÜ�¡ . In general ² · ½ ¸üø may not converge, as can
be expected from (24) (this does not matter since we infer the
actual rates only from ² · ½ ¸ø ). Note that since ¼�½�þÿÃ , the prices�u��  (updated according to (21)-(22)) converge, even though the
pseudo-rates ² may not.

In practice, it may be difficult to implement the step-size con-
straint (20); a constant step-size may be more practical. For

a constant step-size, however, the subgradient method may not
converge to an optimal solution. However some weaker results
can be derived in that case. More specifically, it can be shown
that the constant step-size subgradient method can be made to
converge in any given positive neighbourhood around the opti-
mum, by choosing the step-size to be “sufficiently small”. In
practice too, a constant step-size works well, provided the step-
size is small (see Section VII).

In section VI, we describe a distributed implementation of
this algorithm with constant step-sizes.

V. PROXIMAL APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM

The reason behind the nondifferentiability of the dual objec-
tive function is the lack of strict concavity of the primal objective
function in û è (note that the primal objective function is strictly
concave with respect to the variables � ² ¯ �_Ú�Û¹Üu¡ , but not so with
respect to the variables � ² ¯ �gÚ�ÛbîÜu¡ ). Note, we can make the pri-
mal objective function strictly concave by adding some strictly
concave terms, for each of the variables � ² ¯ �gÚ�ÛùîÜu¡ , and thereby
make the dual differentiable. The algorithm that we describe
next uses this idea, and is based on the proximal approximation
method proposed in [3](Section 3.4.3).

For each Ú Û îÜ , define æ ¯ � ² ¯ ¡�¨©¬ Å��� � ² ¯ ¬�� ¯ ¡ � , where� ó Ã is any constant, and ��� ¯ �_Ú�Û îÜu¡ are additional variables.
Now consider the approximate primal problem û è è which has
the same set of constraints as û è ((3)-(5)), but with the objective
function ð ¯J°	�økæ ¯ � ² ¯ ¡	¨ ð ¯J° økæ ¯ � ² ¯ ¡�¬ Å��� ð ¯J° üø � ² ¯ ¬
� ¯ ¡ � .The proximal approximation algorithm is an iterative procedure,
as stated below. In the procedure, assume ² ·÷ö ¸ is any feasible
point, and � ·÷ö ¸ ¨ ² ·÷ö ¸üø .

Proximal Approximation Algorithm
For Ì>¨ É�� � ������$� do:
Step 1: Solve û è è , with � ¯ ¨�� · ½ ¸¯ for all Ú�Û îÜ , to obtain the
new optimal solution ² · ½¢Í�Å ¸ .Step 2: Set � · ½¢Í�Å ¸¯ ¨ ² · ½¢Í�Å ¸¯ for all Ú�Û îÜ

Then, in this case too, we can show a convergence result sim-
ilar to Theorem 2.

Theorem 3: Under the proximal approximation algorithm,
the sequence of vectors ² · ½ ¸ø ¨ù� ² · ½ ¸¯ �gÚúÛÇÜ�¡ converges to the
unique optimal solution of û .

For the proof of the above theorem, see [5].
We will solve Step 1 of the algorithm described above using

the dual approach. Following the analysis of Section III, it is
easy to see that the dual function ���÷�u�� ¢¡ in this case is given as�¥���u�� ¢¡ ¨ ¯J°��ø ä� ¯ ������ ¢¡ Ï  « °�� � « ª « (25)

where ä� ¯ �÷�u�� ¢¡ is given as (compare with (13))ä� ¯ ������ ¢¡ ¨Ýà á
À�×1Ø�� ´ °�� ´�� æ ¯ � ² ¯ ¡�¬ ² ¯ ��ä� ¯ Ï   ¯ ¡�� if Ú�Û�ÜÀ�×1Ø�� ´ °�� ´�� æ ¯ � ² ¯ ¡�¬ ² ¯ ��ä� ¯ Ï   ¯ ¬ ð ¯ è °�ò ´   ¯ è ¡��if Ú�ÛbîÜ (26)



Now since the primal objective function is strictly concave, the
dual is differentiable, and the components of the gradient ��� at "!$#&%('

are obtained as

���*) +-,/. 0�13254687�9 ,8: 6  "!;#�%(' (27)

���*) <>=?. :�@BA 6&C  "!$#&%(' 2 : 6  "!$#&%(' (28)

where ���*) + , and �D�E) <>= are the components of ��� for
! 1 and% 6 , respectively, and : 6  "!$#&%(' are such that they attain the max-

imum in (26). Now applying the gradient projection method
with a constant step-size F , the price update procedures at theG th step become! A�H(IKJ C1 . L ! A�H C1NM F  4687�9 , : A�H

C6 2
0 1 'PO I (29)

% A�H(I$J C6 . L % A�H C6 M F  : A�H
C6 2 : A�H

C
@BA 6&C

'PO I (30)

where, as before, : A�H
C6 is such that it attains the maximum in (26)

with prices
! A�H C1 #&% A�H C6 . The maximization in (26) is easy to carry

out; for QSRET , : A�H
C6 can be expressed as (compare with (23))

: A�H
C6 .

UVW VX�Y�Z A 6&C if [! A�H C6 M % A�H C6 \^]`_6  Y�Z A 6&C
'a

Z A 6&C if [! A�H C6 M % A�H C6 b^]c_6  a Z A 6&C
'

]c_6(d J  [! A�H C6 M % A�H C6 '
o.w.

(31)

while for QSRfeT , : A�H
C6 can be expressed as (compare with (24))

: A�H
C6 .

UVVW VVX
g

if [! A�H C6 M % A�H C6 2ih 6 _ 7�j = % A�H C6 _ \^]c_6  g 'a
if [! A�H C6 M % A�H C6 2 h 6 _ 7�j = % A�H C6 _ bk]c_6  a '] _6(d J  [! A�H C6 M % A�H C6 2 h 6 _ 7�j = % A�H C6 _ ' o.w.

(32)

Now assuming that the initial prices are feasible, i.e.,! A�l C #�% Aml C \ g , we can obtain the following convergence result.
Let no .qpSr(st1 7�u ) o 1v) be the maximum number of branches
on any link, and nw .�pSrxs 687�yz ) [w 6 ) be the maximum number of
links on any branch. Let n{ .^p}|�~  J� # { ' , where { .^p}|�~ Z 7�� { Z ,and { Z is defined as in Assumption 2.

Theorem 4: Consider the dual gradient projection algorithm
as described in (29)-(32) with the step-size F satisfying

g�� F �����9 A �u I$J C . Then the sequence of vectors : A�H C .  : A�H
C6 # Q�R [T '

converges to the unique optimal solution of � _ _ .
The above result can be proved in the same way as Theorem

1 of [10]. An alternative proof is stated in [5] (which however
proves the result for a smaller upper-bound on the step-size).

Note that the proximal approximation algorithm is a two-level
optimization procedure, as evident from its description. Thus
Step 2 of the algorithm is executed only when procedure used to
solve Step 1 converges. Since this convergence can be asymp-
totic, in a real network, it may be difficult to decide when Step
2 should be executed. However, note that if � is large, the ob-
jective function of � _ _ is close to the actual objective function.
Therefore, we would expect that Step 1 would converge to a
value close to the optimum, even when executed once. In gen-
eral, a larger � requires fewer iterations (of Steps 1 & 2) for

convergence of the proximal approximation method (see Section
3.4.3 of [3]). The disadvantage of using a large � is that the con-
vergence is guaranteed only if the step-size is sufficiently small
(Theorem 4), and a small step-size may lead to slow conver-
gence. A practical implementation of the algorithm is described
in the next section.

VI. DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION

Now we describe how the subgradient algorithm (SGA) and
the proximal approximation algorithm (PAA) can be imple-
mented in a real network in a distributed and scalable way .

First we will describe how the protocol works. As mentioned
before, in our algorithms, a source/junction/receiver node needs
to communicate only with its parent and children nodes. As-
sume that the each source/junction node sends forward control
packets (FCP) to its children nodes. Also assume that each re-
ceiver/junction node sends backward control packets (BCP) to
its parent node (see Figure 2). Note that the BCP that a junc-
tion node sends to its parent is formed by merging the BCPs
that it receives from all of its children. As in the figure, each
FCP contains a price field � , while each BCP contains a field �
(which contains the actual rate) and a field � (which contains
the pseudo-rate). Note that in real implementation, these con-
trol packets need not be communicated as separate packets; the
FCPs can be piggybacked on the data packets, while the BCPs
can be piggybacked on the acknowledgement (ACK) packets.

junction nodes 

non-junction nodes 

 FCP

 FCP

 FCP

 BCP

 BCP

 BCP

 X  Y

 FCP  (forward control packet)

 BCP  (backward control packet)

 P

Fig. 2. Message exchanges

For any branch Q�R [T , the actual rate variable � 6 and the
pseudo-rate variable : 6 (and also the variable � 6 , in the case of
PAA) are stored in �  Q ' , the junction/receiver node associated
with branch Q . A junction node �  Q ' also stores the variables
(prices)

% 6 _ , for all Q _ R
� 6 (see Figure 1). The variable (price)! 1 for any link ��R w is stored in the node where the link origi-
nates.

When sending an FCP to a child, a source/junction node
stamps the corresponding

%
price in the � field of the packet

(the source always stamps a price of 0). Each subsequent link
(i.e., the node which stores the link price) on the branch leading
to the child adds the link price in the � field. After the child
(which is a junction or receiver node) receives the FCP, it uses
the price in the � field to compute the new pseudo-rate (see the
algorithms for the receiver and junction nodes, stated below).



A junction/receiver node communicates the �;�&� variables
stored at it to its parent node through the � , � fields of the
BCPs. The � variable is used to update the corresponding �
variable stored at the parent node. The � variable lets the parent
node know at what rate it needs to send traffic to the correspond-
ing child. The � variable at a receiver node is always set to the
corresponding � variable. The � variable at a junction node is
set to the maximum of the � variables (communicated through
the BCPs) of its children nodes. As already mentioned, it is the� variable that determines the traffic rate on the corresponding
branch (i.e., the rate at which the associated junction/receiver
node receives traffic). Therefore, for the branches associated
with junction nodes, at any step of the optimization process, the
actual rate of traffic can be less than, equal to, or even greater
than the corresponding pseudo-rate. Also note that when a BCP
is going through the node associated with link � , the node reads
the field � and uses it to update the price �3� stored at the node.

In the algorithms stated below, the pseudo-rate computation
occurs at a node on receiving an FCP, while updates of the vari-
ables �$�&�B�v� occur on receiving a corresponding BCP (at the re-
ceiver nodes, however, � is updated on the arrival of an FCP). In
practice, these updates can also be done after some fixed time-
intervals.

In the following, �c� denotes the � field of the FCPs on branch�
, while ����� ��� denote the � , � fields of the BCPs on branch�
(note, these BCPs packets travel on the backward direction on

branch
�
). Also, in the algorithms described below, the step-size

for price updates is kept constant at � . Thus the algorithms for
the source/receiver nodes for SGA and PAA become the same.
However, the algorithm for the junction nodes for the two cases
have a few differences. Below, we describe the junction node
algorithms for SGA and PAA under the same heading, pointing
out the specific differences between the two, wherever they ex-
ist. Also, for the case of PAA, we assume that the updating of
the   variables (Step 2 of PAA) occur at regular intervals. Since
we would like these updates to occur at a much larger timescale
than the rest of the optimization procedure, these intervals will
typically be much larger than the intervals at which the rate/price
updates occur.

Link � ’s algorithm:

On receiving a BCP:
Read the ¡ field to know the updated pseudo-rates, and update the link’s price¢(£ as ¢(£B¤¦¥�¢(£(§}¨ª©¬«8®�¯P° ¡ ²±D³ £µ´(¶�·
and forward the BCP on to the next link.

On receiving an FCP:
Add the price ¢ £ to the ¸ field of the FCP and forward it on to the next link.

Source ¹ ’s algorithm:

On receiving a BCP:
1. Read the º field to know the new rate requested by the child.
2. Send an FCP to that child, setting the ¸ field to 0.

Receiver »�¼ �B½ ’s algorithm:

On receiving an FCP:

1. Read the ¸ field to know the appropriate updated price, and calculate the
new rates as: ¾ À¿ÂÁv ¤ÄÃ�Å>Æ$ÇÈÃ�ÉÊ ®¬Ë8Ì3ÍPÎ  © Á ´ ± ¸ �ÁÀÏ
2. Send a BCP to the parent node, setting º  ¤ ¾  and ¡  ¤ Áv
Junction node »�¼ �B½ ’s algorithm:

On receiving an FCP:
1. Read the ¸ field to know the appropriate updated price, and calculate the new
pseudo-rate as:

For SGA: Áv ¤ÄÃ�Å>Æ$ÇÈÃ�ÉÊ ®�Ë�Ì Í ± © ¸ ²± «vÐÑ®�Ò�ÌtÓ  Ð ´ ÁÔÏ
For PAA: Áv ¤ÄÃ�Å>Æ$ÇÈÃ�ÉÊ ®�Ë�Ì Í ±�ÕÖ�× © Á	±ÙØ> ´�Ú ± © ¸ ²± « Ð ®�Ò Ì Ó vÐ ´ ÁÔÏ
2. Send an FCP to each child node Û © Ü Ð ´ (Ü ÐÞÝ`ß  ), setting ¸  Ð ¤ Ó  Ð .

On receiving a BCP:
1. Let Û © Ü Ð ´ (Ü Ð Ý�ß  ) be the child node that sent the BCP.
Read the º and ¡ fields to know the updated rates, and
(a) Update the price Ó  Ð as

Ó &Ð ¤à¥ Ó &Ð §S¨ª© ¡ vÐ ±DÁv ´�¶�·
(b) Update the actual rate as ¾  ¤áÇÈÃ�É Ð ®�Ò�Ì º &Ð
2. On receiving the BCP from all children nodes, send a BCP to the parent node,
setting º  ¤ ¾  and ¡  ¤ Áv .
At regular intervals: /* Only for PAA */
Update Ø> as Øâ ¤ Áv

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In earlier sections, we have proved the convergence of our
algorithms with the assumption of synchronous updates. How-
ever, simulations that we have carried out on various net-
work topologies confirm that the algorithms achieve the optimal
rates even in an asynchronous slowly time-varying environment.
Next we present a few representative examples to demonstrate
this fact. In these experiments, the algorithms are implemented
as described in the previous section, with the difference that the
prices are updated only at regular intervals.

Consider Figure 3, which shows two multicast groups sharing
a 10-link network. The utility functions of all receivers of group
1 and »¬ã of group 2 are ä�å;¼væ�ç^� ½ , while those of the rest areè ä�å;¼Ñæéçk� ½ . The minimum and maximum receiver rates are 0
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Fig. 4. Convergence of achieved rates for SGA. (The straight lines in (a) and (b) are the optimal (theoretical) rates.)
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Fig. 5. Convergence of achieved rates for PAA. (The straight lines in (a) and (b) are the optimal (theoretical) rates.)
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Fig. 3. An example network (The numbers associated with the links are the link
capacities (in Mbps). The propagation delay for each link is 1 ms.)

and 5 Mbps respectively. Assume that receivers ê�ëxì&ê-í�ìvê-î�ìvê-ï�ì&ê-ð
and ê-ñ arrive at time òôó¦õ . Also, receiver ê�ö joins at ò�ó¦÷�õ�õ
secs, while receiver ê í leaves at ò²ó�ø¬ù�õ�õ secs. Figure 4, which
shows some rate plots in the time window 0-1800 secs, demon-
strate the performance of the subgradient algorithm (SGA) (with

a constant step-size úûókõýü õ�õýø and a price update interval of 0.1
sec) in this scenario. Figure 4(a) and (b) show the computed
(requested) receiver rates of ê�ë and ê-ö along with the optimal
rates (the curves of the other receiver rates also exhibit a similar
trend). Figure 4(a) shows that the computed rate of ê ë tracks
the optimal rate closely even as the optimal rate changes (due to
the arrival/departure of other receivers). Figure 4(b) also shows
the same trend. Note that there is a sharp peak in Figure 4(b)
at òDó5÷�õ�õ secs (when ê ö arrives). This is because on arrival,ê ö receives a very small congestion price from the network and
thus requests the maximum rate of traffic. However, as the figure
shows, this rate decreases gradually and converges to the opti-
mal rate. Figure 4(c) and (d) show the average and maximum
relative errors over all receivers. If þPÿ� � ò�� and þ��� � ò�� respectively
denote the computed and optimal rates of receiver ê at time ò ,
the relative error for receiver ê at time ò is defined as �mø��
	��������	�� ����� � .The sharp peaks exhibited by the curves are due to the sudden



change in the optimal rates due to the arrival/departure of re-
ceivers. The relative errors decrease with time and gradually
approach zero, indicating the convergence of all receiver rates
to the optimal values.

A careful observation of Figure 4(c) and (d) shows that even
after reaching the optimal values, the rates exhibit very small
fluctuations around the optimum. In general, for constant step-
sizes, the computed rates in SGA converge to a neighborhood
of the optimum rates and oscillate in the neighborhood there-
after. Smaller step-sizes reduce oscillations, but at the same
time slow down the convergence. The choice of the step-size
is trade-off between the speed of convergence and magnitude of
oscillations.

As we would intuitively expect, the performance of PAA with
a large proximal constant � is very similar to that of SGA (in
that case, PAA converges close to the optimal solution in a sin-
gle execution of Step 1). Next we investigate the convergence
properties of PAA for a small � , in the same example as de-
scribed above. Figure 5 shows some rate plots for PAA, when
������� , and the update interval for the � variables is 100 secs.
All other parameters are the same as those for SGA. Figure 5
demonstrates the convergence of PAA in an asynchronous envi-
ronment. Note that in this case, PAA converges after multiple
executions of Steps 1 and 2.

Comparing Figures 4 and 5, we see that in this particular ex-
ample, SGA converges faster that PAA. In this example, a larger
value of � in PAA results in faster convegence, and the conver-
gence speed of PAA matches with that of SGA when � is suffi-
ciently large. However, in general, a larger value of � may not
always lead to better performance, for reasons we have stated in
Section V. Moreover, note that in PAA, the rates do not show
any fluctuations after they have converged to the optimum, un-
like those in SGA.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

Note that in the algorithms presented here, the congestion
prices (dual variables) could vary over a wide range. This poses
a problem in communicating the prices to the user using a small
number of bits, without compromising accuracy. In [1], the au-
thors present a randomized marking based implementation of
the algorithm presented in [10], where a single congestion in-
dication bit is marked probabilistically based on the link price.
Our algorithms for the multicast case could also be implemented
in a similar way.

There are several related issues that need to be investigated
further. Note that all the convergence results presented in the
paper are for synchronous updates. Although the algorithms
converged to the optimal rates in all of our experiments car-
ried out in asynchronous environments, derivation of a formal
proof of convergence for that case is an interesting problem
from the theoretical point of view. Also note that in our al-
gorithms, the pseudo-rates, required for price updates, need to
be explicitly conveyed from the junction/receiver nodes to the
links. Whether the algorithms can be suitably modified, without
disturbing their convergence properties, to avoid this overhead
of explicit pseudo-rate communication, remains an interesting
open question.
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